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'England has become a nation of
thieves. Everybody is trying to rob
everybody else, and that not
bravely and strongly, but in the
cowardly and loathsome ways of
lying trade.'

JOHN RUSKIN
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wc v iite (Monday night) the
CoiBaao0«,eaMs Prune Minisbs,
sctmi hotns o f defate on
issue of Scmth Africa's memberof the O s b , had not o m e to a
6»ob when they adjourned their
® h3 the
day. White
® not think the outcome of
f i t s is sd any way o f world
----- ----- 3§ isnfxwtance. it would perf e be belter for world opinion if
fcrwoad and Ms gang were exdiiGmn the Commonwealth on the
of .Apartheid than that they
mid be. extended the good neighO e a u is s t T hai is. since world
ion is influenced by goveraKs. if the Comsxinwealth coimshow their disapproval o f aparLby exdudisg S A&ica one can
; that racial tensions among the
B ean people of the world will be
d raiher than increased. Per5 the dhiflisxness in expressing
s t e betrays our complete lack
feith io ihese top level m eeting,
i& the real and lasting influences
■y pRfiOQQ^Deot oq the evils
jjtheid. by s n m s o a tt leaders,
t i e am the blind racialists in
strata of our society.
K e h ate _*nst been reading a letter
■be R^shney Reriew„ presumably
winch breathes

more racial venom than anything
\ erwoerd has said or believes. It
is worth reproducing a few para
graphs from this letter to realise
that something more than state
ments by Commonwealth Premiers
are needed to cure the racialists in
our m idst The Railway Review's
correspondent reminds us of all the
things the whites have done for
Africa; they have “built” the rail
ways, docks, etc., and have “culti
vated” the soil, and in his opinion
“the land belongs to the people who
work it, build it up, get something
from the soil” and “not to a few
Macks (some more educated than
the others) who have been pricked
with a red needle”.
I f the whites had never entered Africa
there w ould not have been so many
Macks alive today. T he blacks never
w orked to ea t (grow an y food) but fo r
aged fo r wild nuts and berries and wild
anim als fo r food. W hen really short of
food, tribe raided tribe fo r women and
w hoever they killed they ate.
Today in England, the blacks are being
paid to breed and they are to the extent
th at in a few years there will be 10
unllioii in this island.
Those w ho com e here are 80 per cent
fu ll o f disease. TB. etc. These people.
W est Indians. Cypriots and Maltese
[note th at the Cypriots and Maltese have

he Protesters
\
m g , 3q *5 w w if f l p ic k e te d th e
knitadt TnEttposz G o n bbbbo & s b ead -

q r f r n ■ Mar ylchanr la c week.
T h c f mere pemesrieg a t the f a n w g
o f m SM Sf-fiM N iqf poster from Chcterg ra m d mwunm

The pad. while mod h f a poster was
mdvatm aaem t fa r the Faanly PSac-

aggravate an d exploit unsettled condi
tions. H e was o n th e docks distributing
a t a tim e w hen the dockers were
holding a one-day strike cam paign each
week.
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A group o f leading m erchants and
N egro leaders in A tlanta. G eorgia, anmam .hwwrntiirifflemanoed today that Negroes w ould be
Jg worn rem oved km t Chris!was, a ties allowed to eat at most departm ent and
km b a a p w t Commkmmcm received le t-. drtig store lunch counters and would call
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The statement, released by the Atlanta
Cham ber o f Commerce, appeared to be
a dear-cut victory for the Atlanta
branch of the widespread sit-in move
ment. The announcement was subscri
bed to bv Atlanta’s two major depart
ment stores and by 11 chain stores. Also
f f p i y were Dr. M artin Luther King,
father of the well-known Negro integra
tion leader, and Lonnie King, a Negro
leader. The statement came one
dft) after the Georgia Legislature adjour
ned for the year. It said:
T ra d in g merchants have slated that
it is their deemom ut carry out in lunch
im n h and ocher facilities the same pattarn as has been recognised and
m d ra n ad by the admission o f two Negro
atmdaatm tm Che University o f Georgia,
the h a a m of the Atlanta School Board
u* comply with federal integration
order this autumn, and a c tu m of the
■Wt Gaorgm Goacial AssemMy in ra*
p eahni the S i t e ’s resiianoc 10 anti*egre«akC»on iarwy.
"Tha Negro hau k n h ip has stated that
every oflM wdl be made to riu&utate all
hoyae** i c p t a t h packeung, and git-ins
and to brigg back a oondmogi of ontof f a b a o n y b y as to o n as possible*
A aeunta amammern of the aeonamm
damage isdUred by the scores has been
i d k a H bai a t m a n the boycott has
appeared to ba highly effective in a city
where a i m t one ut three of the populaI n i a Negro. The agreement affects
eboai s rv o S p liK Atlaiiia stores
The h a f t cBunmrs will open o a
Thursday on a segregated basis but trill
he integrated when the Atlanta public
n h o n i system Is iaie&ated, probably this
B fitiik U nited fm m .

Racialism m ust be fought by

Peoples, not
Premiers
now been lumped up w ith the blacks—
E ditors ], will break the welfare state
and now are making the cost go up for
the working class. They have no inten
tion of paying out such as income tax
and living costs, most have high tax
numbers for fictitious children abroad
and laugh and joke when talking about
it {note that in the previous paragraph
he was saying th at they are breeding like
rab b its! — E ditors ].

By contrast with this human mon
ster Verwoerd is a Christian gentle
man! After all he doesn’t want to
live with the blacks, but at the same
time he recognises that the whites so
far have wanted the best of both
worlds: of using the black Africans
to do all the hard work and at the
same time denying them any rights
as members of the community. Ver
woerd believes in segregation but at
least he is consistent when he tells

his fellow whites that apartheid also
means that they will have to roll up
their sleeves and do a day’s work
for a change!. Our railwayman, on
the contrary, does not believe that
the blacks ever do any work and
that they live by gathering nuts and
eating women!
★
W fE R E we to speculate on the
w
outcome of this Common
wealth Club’s membership commit
tee meeting (incidentally that notor
ious “murderer” Makarios has been
unanimously welcomed as the 13th
member), we would hazard the
guess that Verwoerd will not be re
admitted. Apart from the five black
African and Asian members who
might be expected, for reasons of
internal politics, to oppose South
Africa’s application, we think there

can be no doubt that Macmillan,
whatever his “blood loyalties”
would command him to do, the
economic interests he represents will
counsel that the4future in Africa is
with the blacks—and not the white
minority.
However persuasive the Public
Relations men who have been plas
tering the British press with paid
advertisements telling us what busi
ness with South Africa means to
dockers in Southampton as well as
car manufacturers in Coventry and
Dagenham, may be, the fact remains
that Nigeria and India alone, are
potentially more valuable markets
to Britain than South Africa and a
white-dominated Central Africa put
together.
The “wind of change” was no
more than a tardy realisation by the
real powers behind the government
that it was no longer profitable for
British industrialists to protect a
minority of white colons in return
for a source of cheap raw materials;
that they were now more interested
in the “blacks” as markets than as
the providers of cheap raw materials.
Such a view, we imagine, will be
shared by those who “advise” Cana
da’s Mr. Diefenbaker as well as
Australia’s Mr. Menzies. And we
have no reason to doubt that New
Zealand’s “new boy” will have been
told on which side his bread is
buttered.

AFFLUENT ?

Hungry Side
T oronto . M arch 9.

A mission has opened its doors in
T oronto to feed hungry children of the
city’s unem ployed. “There are thousands
of children starving in T oronto,” says
D r. M orris Zeidman, a Presbyterian m in
ister w ho runs the Scott Mission, which
has opened to children for the first time
since the last war.
A bowl of soup, a ham sandwich, ice
cream, and coffee were offered to chil
dren in the mission’s chapel yesterday,
next door to a large hall where about
500 unemployed ate ham burgers and
mashed potatoes. Pickets circled the
building demanding G overnm ent action
to curb unemployment. O ne sign read :
“Children’s breadlines, w hat Tiext?”
Recent figures were that about one in
every ten of the Canadian working force

was out of work.
Dr. Zeidman said the mission could
feed up to 400 children a day; about 40
ate at the mission yesterday. H e expec
ted that once the programme became
known an increasing number of children
would queue for the noon meal "N o
one will be turned away and we will
keep our doors open as long as this
lasts,” he said.
Some of those who went to the mis
sion yesterday were accompanied by
their mothers, and others by the eldest
child in the family. The mothers sat
staring silently in another corner. One
or two joined the children at the tables,
but most of them just looked on. At
one of the tables sat six children, two
twins, all of the same family.
At another table sat a pregnant woman
with a 12-month*-old child on her lap.
The woman, the wife o f an Italian immi
grant who was eating next door, could
not drink the chicken soup. “Ifs pro
bably too rich for her,** said a mission
Worker “Some o f these people have
faten subsisting on to little that they
now find it hard to stomach ordinary
food.”

FREEDOM New s

You’re w o rkin g us h a rd !
E X A C T L Y a week has passed since you,

^ our readers in Britain, received either
our pink o r green circular letter and
subscription form . Y our response to it.
to A narchy and our new-born F reedom
has deeply touched us as well as, adm in
istratively speaking, overwhelmed us!
Replies have been arriving at the rate
of nearly 50 a day, and though at the
time of writing we have acknowledged
none, by the time this issue of F reedom
reaches you, we hope to have sent out
receipts, answered queries and dealt with
book orders up to date. But forgive us
if all you receive is a printed card. We
would like to thank all readers person
ally who have responded so generously
and quickly and approvingly to our own
effort to gel out of a rut and intensify
but it is just physically impossible to do
so. May we add to the printed card
acknowledgements a collective "Thank
you” to all those whose initials appear
in the long list of contributions to the
Deficit Fund. And you will be glad to
hear that the list, at the time of writing.

is twice as long as the one published but
we have just not had the tim e to enter
up all th e contributions received.
But, dear readers, d o n 't rest on the
laurels of others. We do n ’t m ind being
overwhelmed by your subscription re
newals, and if you have n o t replied
please do so now (and d o n 't forget to
return the form provided. By doing so
you will save us a lot of office work.)

Aldermaston Number
F reedom will not appear next week,
its place being taken by A narchy 2.
But the week after, the A pril 1st issue
will coincide with the A lderm aston- and
W ethersfield-to-London M arch. Last year
we sold an extra 1,500 copies on the
M arch, and we are hoping to improve
on those figures this year. A num ber
of readers have already w ritten to say
they will sell F reedom . It will help us
to know how m any extra copies to print
if sellers will write now and tell us how
m any copies they wish us to supply on
r% “ r « l a n r r ^ r i i r n ” hflSIS

m tm u m c o Uf rKtEDUm SIXTY YEARS AGO
HE first sight of F reedom transform
ed gay with pictures and colour as
if proudly sitting up in the maternity
ward after delivery of her fledgling,
Anarchy, started a train of memory that
took me back nearly sixty years to the
first time I ever set eyes on her young
unrouged face.
I am wandering up OssuJston Street,
St. Pancras, marked rather than lighted
by one or two remote gas lamps, the
unbroken blank wall on my right stud
ded with couples standing against it
careless of the flickers of white betraying
their pleasures, the customary penny
having been paid to the policeman on
the beat—a mur ioMre, a bit of London
as crude as any described by Boswell.
That afternoon I had been introduced to
a Prince Kropotkin at the old-time salon
of a friendly friend, Lady Low, identify
ing him presently as the author of two
books I had recently read that set him
above all princes. What led to my visit
to Ossulston Street was an amazing con
versation I heard in which this Anarchist
hero of my dreams talked in amicable
agreement with Sir Hugh Low, whom I
rather scorned as governor of various
tropical colonies—and about those very
“natives” over whom I imagined the
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FREEDOM
Transformed

latter had cracked a cruel whip for many
years. I was modest enough to keep
my mouth shut and my ears open, so I
learned that Sir Hugh’s attitude to
“natives” over whom I imagined the
latter had cracked a cruel whip for many
years. I was modest enough to^ keep
my mouth shut and niy ears open, so I
learned that Sir Hugh’s attitude to
“natives” was not in the least of that
kind; he was asking Kropotkin about
the best way for Malayan peasants to
organise in order to secure for them
selves the profits of rubber planting,
which Sir Hugh had promoted by a first
shipment of rubber saplings from Brazil.
Kropotkin outlined some form of co
operative organisation which might be
suitable; I was able to add a word about
co-operative production societies in Italy;
on which Kropotkin said he thought that
F r e e d o m might like an article on the
Italian societies, and saved me the em
barrassment of confessing my ignorance
of the publication by turning to Sir
Hugh and explaining that it was a paper
run by some friends of his; he gave me
their names and the Ossulston Street
address, advised me to go and see Tom
Keell there, adding with a twinkle for
Sir Hugh, “the finest type of English
ANY book in prin t
native”.
Also out-of-print books searched for
—and frequently found! This includes
I went in search of them that evening,
paper-backs, children’s books and text
books. (Please supply publisher’s name excited by the prospect of meeting my
first English anarchists and writing an
if possible).
article for their press. The Freedom
Press, I gathered, must be in some
N E W BO O K S
building behind the slummy long
row of sordid dwellings facing the mur
Jenny by Nature
iolere. I looked for an opening, a gate
Erskine Caldwell 15/The Waste Makers
way, a passage to the Anarchist counter
Vance Packard 21/part of Printing House Square. I
Something Extraordinary
peered in vain at the numbers on the
H. S- Turner 21/doors; the gas lamps were far apart; I
Political Discipline in a Free Society
guiltily struck a match, fearing righteous
H. J. Blackham 30/protest from the wall brigade, and read
Fundamentais of Marxism-Leninism
a low number. A uniformed figure
O. Kuusinen 15/emerged from the gloom. I had never
Television and the Political Image
been questioned by the law before; 1
J. Trenamen and D. McQuail 30/The Long Revolution
didn’t dare tell a lie; with the greatest
Raymond Williams 30/misgiving I said I was looking for No.
129.
REPRINTS A N D C H E A P EDITIO N S
“Freedom print shop you’re after, is
The Unquiet Grave
it?”
Palinurus 3/6
I repeated the number less bravely,
Black Obelisk
chilled by a thought that I might be
E. M. Remarque 6/6
giving away an Anarchist secret, a feel
Bismarck
ing excused by my years and the climate
A- /. P. Taylor 5/Let the People Think
of opinion in those days before bombs
Bertrand Russell 5/were nationalised. For all I knew,
No. 129 might be an armoury. But the
S E C O N D -H A N D
~
officer knew all about No. 129 and1took
Whitherward? Hell or Eutopia
me there, guided me away from the front
Victor Branford (Wrps) 3/entrance to a passage which indeed led
The Crime of Cuba (1934)
to a printing house if not to a square.
Carleton Beals 20/A hand press, a case of type, a kitchen
Consumers’ Co-operative Societies
chair, two high stools, a dull gas lamp
Charles G idt 10/at which a small bearded man was read
Tbe White Sea Canal (1935)
Gorki, Kataev, &c. 15/.
ing a slip proof. When I told him Kro
Prelude to the Russian Campaign
potkin had sent me he stuck his beard
Grigore Gafencu 6/out with half a smile but eyes kindjy
Our Freedom and lit Results
twinkling, 1 thought it best to confess
Rath bone, Sirachcy, Hamilton 4/at once that 1 had never seen a copy of
Tribes without Rulers
F reedom—which seemed to please him
(ed.) John Middleton and
or at least relieve him for he was able
David Tate 17/6
Dangerous Thoughts
Vo give me a file of back numbers to
Lancelot Hogben 6/read while he got on with his work.
Economk Analysis (1941)
And as I recall the impression of those
Kenneth Boulding £/early numbers, memory arises two per
A History of British Sochtliun
tinent questions in my mind.
(Vol. 1 only)
On*. I wonder if young people today
M. Beer 5/•
get a kick out of any of their free
Labour's Untold Sfory
antics such as I got oul of the perusal
Richard 0. Boyer and
Herbert M. Montis 17/6
of those back numbers of Ekeedom. I
An Autobiography and other essays
have passed on many later numbers to
G. M. Trevelyan 3/absolute beginners since those days, and
Economics
some not without effect, some even reach
Frederick Bonham (1946) 6/*
ing my sheer delight of emancipation in
Pragmatism
the resolving of so many doubis, the
William James 5/answering of so many questions about
The Voice of (he People
socialism, about personal relations, about
Grant Allen, Walter Crane,
Tom Mann, Ac. 7/6
family discipline, about religion. Even
to my eyes, born and bred in a briarP ER IO D IC A LS
patch of agnosticism as 1 was, the leaf
ing of those pages was like the pushing
New University, No. 5 1/aside of one concealing branch after
Dissent, Winter. 1961 4/»
New Left Review, February 3/6
another. Young people are different to
day, one is constantly told; but 1 know
that they are more than ever scrabbling
about in a briar-patch of doubt, which
will only lead to “ Don't care” if they
(Open 1 pjn.—5.30 p.m. dally;
gat out on the wrong side of the rose10 a.m.—1 p.m. Thursdays;
bed. The metaphor is not mixed—the
10 a.m.—5 pan. Saturdays).
best of rotes grow on briars, and who is
17a MAXWELL ROAD
not a Brer Rabbit when young7 No;
young people arc not so different; their
FULHAM SW6 Tel: REN 3736 eyes
still open wide to the wonder of
emancipation when it is recognised.

BOOKS?

We can supply

Freedom Bookshop

Two. I wonder if F reedom has the
same potential as in those years? A
month ago, say, before the incident in
the maternity ward, I should not have
been quite happy in making a compari
son. The pages of F reedom in those
days of long ago, as I remember them,
had a style that captured interest, a con
sistency that carried conviction, an out
look at once wider, relative to the
observable scene, and better focussed.
The fact that Peter Kropotkin was be
hind the paper in those days is easily
exaggerated. I used to visit him and
Sophie at Bromley—and Sacha, now
Princess Alexandra Kropotkin, American
authoress; I used to spend hours at No.
129; Peter’s contributed articles were
sometimes brilliant, but neither he nor
John Turner, nor Cores, nor that oneman ginger-group, Guy Aldred, nor any
one else I may have forgotten, had any
thing to do with the editing and make-up
of the paper beyond occasionally proof
reading. The gentle violinist, Marsh,
gave it character, aided and eventually
succeeded by Keell.
Now the present editors match them
well; they are superior in education and
experience, equal in devotion, and excel
ling them in obstetrics. But they lack
something, through no fault of their
own—something which Marsh and Keell
had and they have not.
Think for a moment what London was
like in those days, what England was
like, what the world was like. The
world—contained in Europe, for most
writers and nearly all social purposes;
England—a country of pacifists where
war-mongers were the cranks, the asylum
of political rebels, refuge of the perse
cuted, a country that believed itself to
vbe free, just being roused to the truth

npH E article “Rescuing Galbraith from
the Conventional Wisdom” in the
first issue of Anarchy was an interesting
and lucid outline of Prof. Galbraith’s
ideas and likely influence. But it seems
to ignore the “other side” of the story;
Galbraith attacks and exposes some of
the myths of the “conventional wisdom”
bolstering the status quo, -which is an
extremely valuable task; but it would
have been far more valuable if he had
exposed the conventional wisdom on
which the financial wisdom controlling
the economic system is based (except
that he would probably not have been
allowed to reach so wide an audience,
had he done so!).
To judge from the article (I have not,
I regret, read the original), Galbraith has
given no thought to the simple question
“Where is the money to come from ?”
which is used to confound all proposals
for economic reform of this nature.
Anarchists, and socialists generally,
envisage an eventual moneyless society,
in which, of course, this simple question
would be simply meaningless. But the
basis on which the logic of present con
ventional economic wisdom rests is the
financial system whose fundamental pro
positions are treated as laws of nature,
to which all economic reasoning must
conform.
Prof. G. proposes that income should
be divorced from production, but he
gives no concrete proposals for a method
by which to achieve this, except that for
“cyclically graduated compensation” for
unemployment. Hut if the rules of
“sound finance” are not to be broken,
the compensation paid must come either
from taxation or from bank loans, with
consequent increases in “ national debt”
and interest charges on it. This would
du little to solve the basic problem con
fronting industry, that of finding markets
for its products. Most of the present
“conventional wisdom” is concerned with
rationalising the basic contradictions
between financial requirements.
Effective measures for modifying the
financial mechanism to permit it to serve
society instead of ruling it were proposed
by Major Douglas In the 1920’s. This
proposed remedy, Social Credit, was a
means of progressively divorcing income
Irunt production, and, at least equally
important, removing the financial restric
tions on the production and distribution

A photo of the F reedom office in 1911. Tom Keell is on the
left, Marsh (without violin) on the right.
of its own injustice and cruelty at home
and abroad; London—a great intellect
ual centre, the salon still existing, draw
ing-rooms dedicated to intelligent con
verse, the clearing-house of information
about progressive thought and action
throughout the world, people who re
membered Darwin still living, and Mazzini, and other noble refugees. That brief
Edwardian period, in so many ways the
blindest and most futile of our history,
was an editor’s paradise. You couldn’t
go wrong. There was comparatively
little competition; much went unobser
ved, uncommented. What you picked
out as important, you thereby made im
portant. The popular dailies try to do
this now; they succeed by variety, but
make no lasting impression because their
choice of feature news is guided by
transient emotionalism without social
insight or public purpose. They know
that if they can keep people emotionally,
best of all sexually, excited they will not
stop to think.
What our editors lack today, com
pared with yesteryears, is that limited
but neglected background of the .first
decade. The public scene of today is
recalcitrant to journalistic treatment.

excepting that of the narrow-minded!
quality press and the trivial emotioSf
alists. Our editors know that we alsei
must be narrow-minded', being essejij
tialiy a quality press, not a bar-roomi
looking-glass, and exclude certain news!
and views which they have no time forijf
no space, in which we are not d eeraf
and persistently interested. They 1 do!
their best to see the world as Marsh a r id
Keell saw it—a public scene in whillS
events lend themselves to choice
judgment for reporting and commentsrfl
such a manner as to reveal the liberating
function within them. Every now am a
then they do the trick S n o t missing, as J
feared they might, knowing opinions at*J
divided on the merits of CND, the b e f
local story of the year in the ingeniqdj
demonstration of the pavement squatteM
With their weekly reporting and monthly
reflection, with journalistic hand Iini
brought up to date in this fashiQjp
F reedom and Anarchy between th e|~
are restoring in modern times the potqrn
tial of early days, and young peopl(T
eyes will open wide in the delight Jo l
finding answers to questions from w h ic q
they were just about to run away. M
K.W.

of wealth. The Social Credit proposals,
though essentially simple, would if
adopted have a far greater effect o-n
society than anything Prof. Galbraith
has proposed.
Social Credit has yet to be applied:
perhaps it may never succeed against the
opposition of the financial establishment.
But it offers a far greater hope for the
eventual achievement of an anarchist
society than any of the partial solutions
of capitalist dilemmas offered by G al
braith, etc., who all seem to have a cur
iously blind eye for the dominant place
of the financial mechanism on contem
porary economics. The same seems
largely true of most anarchists.
While the moneyless society is an
ideal, the people who are the product of
present society simply are not attuned

This is a cliche, a shorthand statement!
of what happens commonly, when m en!
of the type to seek a political career are?
elected to power. But it does not pre-M
elude the possibility of a body of men M
motivated by a desire to save society a
from the present psychopathic ruling J
class, and with a sound understanding of economic and financial realities, being
elected and introducing genuinely liber
tarian reforms. And the point of the
Social Credit proposals is that they
would allow such a government to relin
quish its powers and dispense with con
trol progressively, as the people became
ready to accept freedom. For there is
no doubt at ail that at present the people
as a whole are terrified of freedpm, as
surely as of (the H-bomb. Many anar
chists, in fact, have despaired of anar
chism for this reason.
Most of us agree that there is no hope
of achieving anarchism by violent revo
lution; most also recognise that there is
no hope of a radical “change of heart”
in the people in the foreseeable future,
as long as social conditions remain as
they are. But the case for S.C. can be
argued on purely economic grounds, as
a means of rescuing capitalism from its *
contradictions and resolving its para
doxes. As such, it has a greater chance
of winning public support than an appeal
to dispense with government. Even dis
missing this possibility, an understanding
of the: basis of the present financial
mechanism would, 1 believe, lend
strength and clarity to anarchist social
comment. I must take exception, for
instance, to statements such as that “it
is the hardship due to unemployment
which depresses iis”. It is not. It is the
lack of income. This may seem a
quibble, but it is an unconscious reflec
tion of the “conventional wisdom” that
employment is a good thing in itself.
1 am not arguing against the anarchist
view that worthwhile social changes can
only come from below—through the
actions of people themselves. What I
believe is that the change to a sane finan
cial system would remove a great barrier
to the realisation of social change for
the better; that the paranoia of presentday governments stems to an important
degree from their adherence to a basic
ally unrealistic financial system and the
paradoxes to which this gives rise, which
affect everyone.
B.L.

Galbraith,
Anarchists &
Conventional
Wisdom
A Social Credit View
to the idea, and could not operate it
were they miraculously reorganised into
one overnight. Hence it behoves anar
chists to examine the potentialities of
reforms ns means of reorienting society
by degrees towards the libertarian ideals;
und one of the most effective of such
reforms, could it be achieved, would be
the rationalisation of the financial mech
anism to operate as a social service.
Those anarchists who know anything
of Social Credit generally dismiss it as
irrelevant to anarchism and will not
examine its analysis of the existing sys
tem or the probable effects of the pro
posed remedy. 1 would urge them to
think again. Certainly S.C. is a “mere
reform” and depends upon Government
action to introduce it. True, its applica
tion would not of itself ensure that the
Government would abdicate its power.
But 1 do not accept, as an invariable
truth, the dictum that power corrupts,
and absolute power corrupts absolutely.

i
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Creativity at Work
HOST of new professions have
[grown up during the postwar
bd, concerned with different asjts of making the capitalist jungle
jrk. There is Work Study, a more
tat name for Time and Motion;
nisation and Methods, Managet Consultancy, Mffrket Research
go on.
e management consultants have
holding a conference in Lonjftring the past week, at which
tr. W. Courts Donald said during
course of his speech that
j^e know that if a man does not do
| | day’s work it is generally not due
Eything inherent in his nature but
line other influence. These influkhave to be carefully sought after
Sound. How often do we find a
Jr-of frustration among employees?
| know that something is wrong and
Btey see no means of putting it right,
m egin to lose enthusiasm for their
|md their work suffers.”
(Guardian 7/3/61).

inclusion of the study that had
Undertaken was that “the old
that it was natural for a worker
Irk was untenable. His desire to
to reap the benefits of his
ImH to think well of himself
fmore powerful than his proky to ‘swing the lead’.”
| ; about the same time the
Institute of Management
bed the result of a four year
of absenteeism. It describes
cost of this as being about 5

shillings per week per worker, but
one is tempted by the Galbraith
theory to ask who lost the 5 bob?
The worker had a day at home, and
there are still enough goods around
for those who can afford them.
However, their most striking con
clusion was that some firms could
reduce absenteeism by cutting down
the length of the working week.
Another booklet on “Health at
Work” has been issued by the Min
istry of Labour and the Central
Office of Information, on the exper
iences of firms which have voluntar
ily set up medical services in their
factories. In its comments, one of
the firm announced that while its
expenditure on such a scheme dur
ing one year had been £8,500, the
benefits which it brought in time
saved were worth £10,800.
These three statements, coming
out as they did within a few days
of each other, all have some bearing
on libertarian approaches to indus
trial work. The fact that workers
work well when they are doing crea
tive work, and badly in boring repe
titive jobs has been urged by anar
chists and syndicalists for fifty years
or more. The psychologists caught
on between the wars, now the man
agement consultants are announcing
it as a result of their researches, and
perhaps in another couple of de
cades it will get through to the actual
factories.

timum Production - Not Happiness
lowever, the fact that manageat studies are providing scientific
Ennation of some anarchist
Mies in the economic field, does
mean that we are moving to
wards a free society, or that the need
I revolutionary propaganda is beE b m in g less.' A common feature of
Khe three statements is that they are
i all written from the point of view
|o f the owner or manager. His probilem is how to get the maximum
[amount of production out of your
workers, and their recipe is one
which has always had a certain fol
lowing among bosses: If you treat
the workers well you will get most
from them.
The classic aim of anarcho-syndi
calism has been workers’ control of
the factories and places of work,
with the decisions as to what to
produce, how to produce it and what
to do with the products firmly and
finally in the hands of the men on
the job. No one has ever doubted
that workers in control of their jobs
would give themselves sufficient
leisure time, and provide for their
, own medical attention; indeed the
arguments against workers* control
have often suggested that they
would do this too well, at the exI pense of the "realistic” necessities of
j having their noses kept to the grind| stone.
As long as a worker is at the bot
tom of the scale of economic power,
he cannot fully realise the need to
create, and be satisfied in his work.
I which revolutionary sociologists and

managers, each for their own rea
sons, are looking for. It is an essen
tially degrading position to be a
pawn in someone else’s scheme even
if that scheme includes medical
treatment, hygenic conditions, and
resident psychologists to see that it
is kept interesting and creative. A
glance at the situations vacant pages
of the big newspapers will give a
general impression that half the
people are being recruited as man
agement studiers, market researchers
and personnel officers so that the
other half can do “interesting!, con
structive!’ creative!”, work and de
rive happiness, money and pensions
from it. In fact there is a danger in
the new order that it discriminates
strongly in favour of the weaker
minded people who swallow what
they are told about the importance
and creativity involved in a boring
and useless job that they may be
doing, while the more perceptive
workers who see through it are
dearly labelled as discontents and
disruptive elements.
However sincere the managers
may be in their touching interest in
the worker, they will not be able to
alter his situation significantly be
cause they are tied to the wasteful
economic system in which we live,
and to the power structure of society
that goes with it. It is impossible
to make the majority of small scale
processes in workshops and offices
creative while society is geared for
non-crcative production on the large
scale.
PH.

t AST week's editorial in F reedom
Aj comments on Mr. Kennedy's ‘peace
corps’ and launches▲ kite suggesting that
the anarchists should form their own
peace corps. The origins of the Ken
nedy pronouncement seem to lie in the
coming together of various current
streams of opinion in America. Firstly
the attempt on the part of the admin
istration to recreate part of the atmos
phere of the New Deal, secondly the
recognition that American-Soviet rivalry
is moving to the plane of a struggle for
influence in
the ‘under-developed’
countries, thirdly the reaction to the kind
of criticism of US foreign aid and over
seas representation that was made in the
best-selling polemic The Ugly American
by Burdick and Lederer, and fourthly the
American self-criticism which poured out
in a whole series of books and articles
during the Eisenhower era, the latest of
which (by an anarchist), Paul Goodman’s
Growing Up Absurd, addresses itself in
particular to the inability of American
youth to find any worthwhile work to
do in a society where every occupation
seems to be either a racket or a branch
of the salesmanship and public relations
industry. Kennedy or his advisors have
hit on a notion which is calculated to
appeal to all these needs and critics as
well as those who feel conscious on
humanitarian or religious grounds, of the
obligation of the world’s richest towards
its poorest countries.

The Pitfalls of Moralism
I am sure that, up and down the
States last Sunday, several thousand
sermons were preached in episcopalian,
methodist,
lutheran,
catholic,
etc.
churches, on the Christian duty of service
which President K. was offering the
young, also on Saturday no doubt in a
thousand liberal, orthodox and reformed
synagogues. (Meanwhile as it happened,
the other Mr. K. was speaking on Sun
day, urging the young to turn their eyes
and ambitions from the fleshpots of
Moscow to the good black soil of Siberia,
where the climate was cold but bracing.)
I can imagine too, both Mr. K.s de
claring, with all those priests, ministers
and rabbis, not to mention Lord Hailsham, the New Left, the Archbishop and
the Duke of Edinburgh, their agreement
with F reedom’s editor, that we should
all seek the reward which
“will be expressed in terms not of
bigger refrigerators, bigger Tellies, more
wives or bigger incomes), but in the
awareness that the specialised knowledge
we have acquired has served to bring a
little happiness to some less favoured
fellow being.”
That is always the trouble about being
a moralist—everyone agrees with you,
all moral systems being much the same,
but no-one does much about it, or if they
do it is because they have that kind of
nature, and not because of the moralising
That is why 1 am not worried about
Kennedy’s peace army. The rulers of
the uncommitted nations have learnt that
the way to get the big powers to shell
out is to play hard-to-get—like Tito,
Nehru and Nasser and to play one
against the other, so as to get the most
from all, in-the way of supplies, know
how and technical aid. As Alex Comfort
pointed out (F reedom 16/4/60) we could
wipe out such tropical diseases as
leprosy, yaws or malaria, beginning to
morrow,
“if it could in some devious way be
represented as a military project, if, in
fact, public health workers could con
spire to convince the authorities that
these diseases were not natural, but put
there by the Russians, we all know it
would be done in two years, not ten.”

An Anasphist Team?
The generals of the peace army will
no doubt be governed by political ex
pediency, but its lower ranks will be
filled, if at all, with people who have
the urge to do that kind of work any
way, and will be indistinguishable from
their opposite numbers among the
Quakers, the IVS—or the anarchists. Its
actual work in the field will be just as
good, or ps inadequate, as (hat of any
other 'existing body. No doubt it will
repeat the history of UNESCO—and
gather itself a bureaucracy, a huge secre
tariat and a headquarters by one of the
o.k. architects in one of the more exotic
capitals—preferably one where the low
price of labour ensures plenty of domes
tic help for the secretariat (FAO settled
for Rome instead of UNESCO’s Paris).
But down in (he jungle, its actual pro
jects will no doubt be carried on by
We apologise to our readers for having to hold over the second people who are as devoted as UNESCO's
article in the series “Guidance is Good for You”, on Moral Re- field workers.
Armament. Also, to those readers who have sent us letters which
1 am not as enthusiastic as Freedom's
have not yet appeared. Our new look seems to have livened editor about the idea of a specifically
everybody up to such an extent that we are now short of space! anarchist team to fulfil the same func
And the next F reedom , being the ‘Aldermaston’ number, may also tions (though free from the moral turpitudo of ulterior aims and empire-build
make extra demands on that space. Please bear with us. . . .
ing). Firstly because there is a maze of
voluntary as well as ofilcial organisations

Held over

KENNEDY’S PEACE CORPS
- OR LIBERTARIAN
LEAVEN ?
working in this field already—we make
ourselves ridiculous by claiming a mono
poly of good intentions or integrity, and
1 don't favour that kind of separatism
and exclusiveness which makes, for in
stances, the Catholics in some countries
institute their own Catholic trade unions,
etc. To maintain a team in the field
requires a very large administrative and
fund-raising apparatus, even without
bureaucracy, and if the anarchists could
provide this, there is no evidence of it
from the extent to which they support
their own propagandist and international
organisations. Secondly it seems to me
better from the point of view of anar
chist organisations. I am sure that
Virgilio Galassi and other anarchists who
belong to IVS in different countries, or
those anarchists who work with Danilo
Dolci in Sicily, or the two anarchist
architects who are working on Com
munity Development Projects in Peru,
are more useful for their influence in
their own work and organisations, than
if they were gathered together in one
inadequately supported project.
This kind of work can be divided into
camps, and community development. In
the first of these there is a vast number
of official and unofficial bodies (see "The
Booming Business of Relief”, (Guardian
22/2/61, an article examining the thorny
question of their administrative effi
ciency); in the second there is something
of a crisis at the moment (see "Work
Camps: Way On, or Way Out?” by
Gregory Wilkinson (Twentieth Century,
Nov. 1960). There are 75 active organ
isations represented in the Co-ordination
Committee for international Voluntary
Work Camps, and the nature of the crisis
in the British ones is whether they are to
conceive of their role as that of group
therapy for the participants or of genuine
benefit for the recipients of their aid.
It is, says Mr. Wilkinson,
"clearly uneconomic to send out ‘con
ventional’ work-camp teams of unskilled
students to countries where the prime
need is for technical assistance and
money, and where there is generally un
employment, not only among unskilled
workers but also, surprisingly enough,
among Arts Graduates.
“The conclusion reached by SCI and
other organisations is that their resources
are better spent in sending out indivi

duals or small groups specially qualified
to meet ’felt needs*, in Ghana, for in
stance, two architects worked as volun
teers with the Ghanaian Department of
Social Welfare and Community Develop
ment. Unlike the experts of say, the
UN Agencies, these two lived and work
ed in the villages. In doing so they pro
vided a link between ‘development
plans’, unimaginably abstract to African
villagers, and the facts of village life.
Mythical blue-prints became watertowers and pit-latrines, improvements
realized and repeatable.”
This change of emphasis led to the
formation of "Voluntary Service Over
seas", after discussion between the exist
ing work-camp bodies. Mr, Wilkinson
himself feels that the time has come for
less “Utopian rhetoric” and “more de
tailed planning and briefing of volun
teers, inspection and insistence of good
work, and in selective recruiting.” And
he wants what he calls "the sects” to co
operate to find the projects, plan them
in detail and raise volunteers and equip
ment on the merits of realizable plans:
"There is no reason why a consortium
of, say, SCI, the Quakers and UNA,
whose aims, as far as work camps are
concerned, are indistinguishable, should
not embark on some much more ambi
tious and long-term project. UNA has
the UN connections, SCI the internat
ional organisation, Quakers the moral
prestige . , , The project might be selec
ted through a UN Technical Mission,
and carried out from start to finish by
a combination of skilled and semi
skilled volunteers recruited individually
(on VSO lines),”
He believes that unless the work-camp
movement moves in this direction “it
will remain primarily a fringe activity
for footloose altruists.
Thus the work-camp movement is
tending to move from being a holiday
occupation (for people with sedentary
jobs and a consequent inclination to
romanticise manual work) to a serious
effort in the community development
field. Here too we find a plethora of
organisations official, semi-official and
unofficial—so- many in fact that they
have a bulletin and a organisation to co
ordinate them. (Community Develop
ment Clearing House, MaJet Street,
W.C.I.).
Abroad too, beside the governmental
agencies, there are "people-to-people”
community development programmes
organised from Sweden, Holland, Nor
way, Switzerland, etc. When you look
at all these teams and programmes, what
C ontinued on p a g e 4

Miracle in Stepney ?
'"pHERb'S been a shcmozzle in Stepney,
the East London borough which still
contains some of the worst slums in the
country. The row, however, has not
been so much about the continued exist
ence of slums, hut the purpose to which
they have been put. Housing authori
ties appear to %e prepared to let respect
able citizens hang on for years in foul
conditions, but prompt action is taken
if the proper)y becomes used for ‘im
moral’ purposes.
In Sander Street. Stepney, a whole row
of houses had become brothels. They
were foul, dilapidated hovels long due
for demolition—sometime. But until the
local priest 'Father Joe' began swearing
about it in public—'I have never seen
anything so ruddy rotten as the square
mile j have got here in my parish', he

said—nobody took it seriously.
Then the LCC took action, with com
pulsory purchase and a Minister's signa
ture. The girls were cleared out and
the demolition men walked in. So Father
toe got down on his benders and thanked
God, who had looked down on the whole
thing and hadn't lifted his finger even
to throw a thunderbolt or two.
The breakers sweated and strained and
the girls looked for somewhere else to
take their clients and thus help to pre
vent the breakdown of many a good
Christian marriage.
Incidentally, isn't it typical that in the
West End of London the police are
driving the prostitute off the streets
while in the East End they are driving
them back on again?

H
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with F reedom . This would apply to
your readers to the same extent probably,
but it would appear that you do not in
tend your readers to consider his ideas as
you made no attempt to discuss or refute
my last letter. Yet you say your intention
is to further the ideas of anarchism in
all its facets, whatever that may precisely
mean. I cannot see any consistency in
this unless you consider George’s ideas
would not lead to anarchism. This
I would reject for reasons which a study
of his works will reveal to the visionary.
Anarchy is an ideal not a code of
rules. There may be various way to
achieve that ideal but let us as anarchists
D ear S ir,
at least discuss the possible ways. I am
I regret that you chose to make such impressed with George’s recommenda
a fool of yourself in the F reedom tions but that is not to say that 1 sup
editorial column of March 4th. 1 had port them as 1 would a football team.
thought that the central theme, anarchy, Yet you have given me the impression
might be given serious consideration by that you do not consider one to be a
you. Your arrogance in assuming that good anarchist unless one has been
sincerity of purpose is the prerogative brought up on F reedom and Kropotkin.
of a few determinable by you is enlight It is the ideal that counts not the means.
ening. Your petty-minded use of inver
George queried why poverty continued
ted commas, brackets, exclamation
marks and isms was reminiscent of the to exist where material progress in the
national Press and indicated a vicious form of labour-saving machinery, etc.,
was being made. He sought the reasons
streak in your nature.
1 recognise, however, that we are all for social injustice. His answers were
capable of making mistakes from time found in the operation of the economy
to time and in view of this I will endea which he said was perverting the natural
vour once more to present my point of laws of political economy. Although
view. Unless 1 get an intelligent res George did not mention anarchy in his
ponse this time 1 shall be doing as you works, the economic system he proposed
surmise in cancelling my subscription. eliminated the need for political parties
This of course is not synonymous with for governments and for the vast major
ceasing to be an anarchist as the over ity of the civil servants which we main
tain at present.
tones of your article would suggest.
The only community bodies envisaged
Perhaps you considered the contents
of my letter a trifle naive being familiar by George were of a local nature. There
with Henry George’s works yourself. would be the department whose duty it
This is not true really as at least 90 per would be to calculate and collect the
cent of the population have not even economic rent on the land and there
heard of him just as they are unfamiliar would be the departments necessary to
build and maintain roads, bridges, docks,
etc. These departments would perform
their duties according to the direction
and consent of the local people and in
no sense would they govern or wield
power.
All this I understand to be consistent with
anarchism as an ideal and in accordance
with the Anarchism expounded by F ree
W EEK 10
dom. The proposals of your correspon
Deficit on "Freedom'1
£200 dent S. E. Parker (F reedom 4/3/61) for
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£170 instance are quite consistent with
George's recommendations as I presume
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[We leave it to readers to judge who is
making a fool of himself. All we said
in F r e e d o m was that our paper has no
pretentions of being or intention of be
coming an open forum. Henry George's
ideas are interesting, and indeed in the
last century a number o f “anarchist
single taxers" were intensely interested
in Henry George. We are not and would
suggest that whereas the Georgists should
be told more about anarchism, we don’t
think that in 1960 Henry George’s ideas
ars of more than academic interest to
anarchists. And for those so interested
we indicated in the offending editorial
where they could\jwrite for literature on
the subject. Is this an unreasonable'
attitude for a paper devoted to expound
ing anarchist ideas?
If our correspondent does not under
stand what we meant by “anarchism in
all its facets" we suggest he reads or re
reads Eltzbacher’s **Anarchism".
—E ditors].
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Common Ownership and Freedom
Dear E ditors,
1 agree with Mr. Parker (4/3/61) that

Editors, F reedom,
But we have to start from wh<
S. E. Parker (letter in F reedom) makes now. Not even S.E P cai
freedom of choice to accept or reject some good points about individual free however good his thoughts
common ownership is inherent in indi dom, but his general tone emphasises is he wants the end result, His i 'Hib’U
vidual freedom. So far as it is possible difference. I would prefer explanation he cannot have it, and knowing hjg
for individuals to produce without ex and understanding. F.B. for instance not to be the type who 'would
ploiting the labour of others (individual in proclaiming the necessity for common something, he visualises a time, a |
craftsmanship for personal satisfaction) ownership is thinking about getting rid way hence, when all (or sufficient» n f l
no conflict arises with common owner of capitalist ownership and the stupidities will be anarchists—and then of coutj
ship, but what sensible individual would that arise from it These property rights we shall have anarchism. As simple 3
refuse to share in the general product are the greatest hindrance to social that!
of communal effort and activities towards change, and are vested in, and derived
This is a stultifying altitude ■fehgjq j
sustenance and wealth production.
from, the State. If S.E.P. Jiad ever bodies have inflicted it upon genera.t&Jj|
Mr. Parker appears to accept the “owned" a house legally, and then failed of people. Such certain superiority
principle of common ownership on the to keep up his payments, he would find furiates the very people who wg|
basis of “groups formed in freedom”. the house taken from him legally. It willingly co-operate. If instead J
The size of the unit—group, commune would, after S.E.P. had been forcibly arguing to prove the false position'
or geographical entity, as for instance ejected, be sold—and S.E.P., even his opponent S.E.P. could endeavour]
island communities—will doubtless be though he had brought his family up find points of agreement he would thj
determined by prevailing circumstances there and endeavoured to live a good be a better anarchist. Freedom com
and will probably vary according to the life, would find himself homeless. I bit by bit, is engineered by all kindM
nature of the produce or service. Uni know—I have experienced it. Owner people who never heard of anarchifl
versal understanding will obviously be ship. in F.B.'s and my sense, means just And it comes from within those peora
essential to secure for all, wealth which that, and to confuse people's minds with just as much as jt does from confcd
is the product of climatic and other con ^ownership and no-ownership under anar- libertarians. S.E.P. has no m o n o j
ditions. As for “anarchism from within", chism, with the same things under capi no patent rights, in anarchism—nettl
does Mr. Parker really believe that talism, does a disservice to the movement have any of those who use the label
economic development will wait the time for change.
Advantages derived from consd
when people as a whole are convinced
Ownership in the present sense will go. anarchism include a vision of the
that they have no need of masters or as soon as possible; everything points of a long process of social change-^
authority? Is it not reasonable to sup that way. In the next phase we shall we are where we are no*v. and wcj
pose that this decision will be made for evolve, empirically, much better ways of always starting from there. Some ai
them by the force of changing economic running society. Eventually we shall (or wangle!) a limited freedom M
circumstances and methods of produc arrive at the condition S.E.P. visualises capitalism, climb to mental highul
tion?
where we can afford, and tolerate, all superior but, the urgencies of fj
Surrey, Mar. 6.
F.B.
demand a huge variety of first J
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